
Washington State Patrol Releases -  December Death Investigation 
Evergreen State College Student Died of Carbon Monoxide Poisoning 12/11/23                   

Timeline of Events: 

 

 

• December 4, 2023  

 

• December 11, 2023   (MORNING) 

- 5:41   A.M.  

- 5:58   A.M. 

- 5:59   A.M. 

 

- 6:17   A.M. 

- 6:18   A.M. 

 

- 6:20   A.M. (estimated) 

 

 

 

- 6:30   A.M. 

 

 

- 7:15   A.M. 

 

 

  

- 8:07   A.M. 

 

 

- 8:47   A.M. 

- 8:49   A.M. 

 

 

- 8:59   A.M. 

- 9:30   A.M. 

 

- 9:47   A.M. 

- 10:10 A.M.  

- 10:11 A.M. 

- 10:00-11:00 A.M. (estimated) 

 

 

-   A new tankless water heater is installed in    

the unit by an outside vendor  

 

-   CO alarms begin to sound 

-   Resident calls TESC Dispatch 

-   Dispatch calls Residential Maintenance (RM) 

(Gets voice mail) 

-  Resident calls TESC Dispatch again 

-  Dispatch calls RM again 

          (RM leaves for MOD# 305) 

-  RM arrives at #305 

      (Residents are outside) 

      (RM hears alarm and call supervisor) 

          (RM attempt to clean/clear CO devices) 

-  RM Checks fire panel/confirms CO alarms 

           (Calls supervisor again) 

          (Residents go back inside)  

-  Supervisor arrives 

 (Opens windows and doors) 

 (Attempts to clean CO devices) 

 (Calls for additional assistance) 

-  Alarm Panel is silenced 

(Resident sends text to friend saying  

alarms are finally silent) 

-  Alarms begin sounding again 

- TESC calls security system supplier  

 (Supplier recommends cleaning devices) 

 (Advises putting in a work order) 

-  Alarm Panel silenced/several resets done 

- TESC removes CO devices from Bedrooms 

 A,B,C,D and F (Device left in Room E) 

-  TESC calls supplier/work order created) 

-  CO Alarm sounds in Room E  

-  Alarm Panel silenced 

-  Windows and doors closed 

 (Residents informed security system 

               supplier would be coming out later to 

                troubleshoot) 



 

 

 Timeline of Events  (Cont.) 

 

• December 11, 2023   (EVENING) 

- 6:16 P.M. 

 

- 7:00 P.M. (estimated) 

- 7:29 P.M. 

- 7:30 – 8:00 P.M. 

 

- 8:04 P.M. 

 

- 8:10 P.M. 

 

 

- 8:10 P.M. 

- 8:12 P.M. 

 

 

- 8:20 P.M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-   Security system supplier arrives at TESC  

 (Begins troubleshooting) 

-  CO devices reinstalled/reset in #305  

-  CO Alarm sounds 

-  Communications between TESC Dispatch 

       and RM re: continued alarms 

-  RM advised Dispatch they are checking  

             #305 for possible CO leak 

-  RM advises Dispatch they see 2 people 

     in distress 

 (They open windows for ventilation) 

-   Dispatch notifies TESC officer 

-  TESC officer arrives and starts first aid 

 (2 students found in Bedroom B) 

 (1 student found in Bedroom F) 

-  Fire Department arrives  


